BY WORKING TOGETHER, 3,900 9TH GRADERS ARE INSPIRED TO DREAM ABOUT THEIR FUTURE CAREER SUCCESS.

2019 EXHIBITORS

3M • 5/3 Bank • Allied Construction Industries • AK Steel • American Commercial Barge Line • American Modern Insurance Group • Balluff • BHDP Architecture • Building Industry Association of NKY • Castellini Group • Christ Hospital Health Network • Cincinnati Bell • Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Medical Center • Cincinnati Police Dept. • Cincinnati State • CVG Airport • DHL • Duke Energy • Elevar Design Group • Ethicon • Ernst and Young • GBBN • Greater Cincinnati Automobile Dealers Association • GE Aviation • Great Oaks • IBEW/NECA Electrical Training • JTM • John R. Jurgensen Co. • Legion Logistics • Mercy Health • Messer Construction • NKU College of Informatics • Ohio Valley Const. Ed. Found. • Paycor • UAW 392, Plumbers, Pipefitters • Procter & Gamble • Manufacturing • Richards Industries • Safran • SORWIB/Ohio Means Jobs • St. Elizabeth Healthcare • Tepe Landscape and Design Group • TriHealth • Triversity Construction • Turner Construction • United Dairy Farmers • UPS • US EPA • Village Life Outreach • West Chester Township